LATIN (LATN)

LATN 101 LATIN ELEMENTS I (3)
Principles of Latin grammar and syntax; drills in morphology and translation; introduction to Roman culture as appropriate; elementary composition; readings. GenEd II.C.1. or Core: Arts & Humanities.

LATN 102 LATIN ELEMENTS II (3)
Review and further study of grammar and syntax, drills in morphology and translation; discussion of Roman culture as appropriate; composition; readings. Prerequisite: LATN101. GenEd II.C.1 or Core: Global Perspectives.

LATN 201 LATIN INTERMEDIATE I (3)
Review of elementary grammar and syntax, continuing to advanced structures; composition; study of Roman culture as appropriate. Prerequisite: LATN 102 or equivalent. GenEd II.C.1. or Core: Arts & Humanities.

LATN 202 LATIN INTERMEDIATE II (3)
Review of elementary grammar and syntax and introduction to most advanced structures; composition; study of Roman culture as appropriate; introduction to Latin stylistics through study of longer passages from ancient authors. Prerequisite: LATN 201 or equivalent. GenEd II.C.1. or Core: Global Perspectives.

LATN 301 ADVANCED READINGS IN LATIN I (3)
Study and translation of selected texts from Latin authors with special attention to review of grammar, syntax and vocabulary. Prerequisite: LATN 202 or equivalent. GenEd II.C.1. or Core: Arts & Humanities.

LATN 302 ADV READ LATN II (3)
Study and translation of selected texts from Latin authors with special attention to Roman history and culture. Discussion of varying approaches to translation. Prerequisites: LATN 301 or equivalent. GenEd II.C.1 or Core: Global Perspectives.